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Safety & Standards in the
Gas Industry
The final details of the Gas Ireland Seminar are being made at the moment and
it promises to be one of the most important seminars ever held on the subject
of gas in Ireland. The theme of the seminar is 'Safety and Standards in the Gas
Industry' and comes at a time when there is much discussion on the safe use
on LPG and natural gas.
The speakers at the seminar will be from the Gas Technical Standards
Committee which was formed to establish Irish standards for the gas
industry. This seminar is the first to examine safety and standards in detdil and
it is hoped that it will be a good opportunity to discuss draft specifications
which are now almost completed for certain parts of the standards
programme.
The seminar will be held on the first day of the Gas Ireland Exhibition and
will be held in the Burlington Hotel on the 5th of July 1983. Full details in our
next issue.
Directive on Fittings
From the 1st June 1983, compression tube fittings of copper and copper
alloy used in works carried out by or on behalf of Local Authorities or
works being assisted in any way by the Department of the Environment
or by Local Authorities must be certified as complying with I.S. 239 and
must bear the Irish Standard Mark.
Documentation relating to loan or grant-aided works will be amended
to make it clear that all tube fittings of copper and copper alloy used
must bear the Irish Standard Mark.
Sanbra Fyffe are the only Irish company that are licenced to use the
Industrial Research and Standards Specification IS: 239 1980 and the
Standard Mark in Ireland.
More news on this recent development in our next issue.
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• Our cover this month features a rare event for the HVAC business in Ireland. The
occasion was the visit to Ireland by the President of A.S.H.R.A.E. Mr. Clinton Phillips.
The visit was marked by a special meeting held in the Engineers Club and was
attended by most of the leading HVAC engineers in Ireland. Our cover picture was
taken outside the Engineers Club by BCP photographer Barbara Connolly.
Back (L-Rl; Felix Veliath, Robert Jacob. Michael McDonagh and Richard Rooley of
Donald. Smith, Seymour & Rooley. Front: Eoin O·Cionna. President Institution of
Engineers of Ireland, Clint Phillips, President of A.S.H.R.A.E.. Mary·Jane Phillips and
Michael Moloney. Chairman C.I.B.S.
IHVN, May /983
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Approval
of Major
Water &
Sewerage
Schemes
appointments have been
made:-
Manaing Director -
Mr. D. J. Byrne. Sales
Director - Mr. Dermot
Byrne. Warehouse
Controller - Mr. Bernard
Byrne and Company
Secretary - Mr. Sean S.
McGoey.
GAS
TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE
In response to a request from the Department of
Industry and Energy, the Institute for Industrial
Research and Standards undertook in 1981 the task of
setting up a Gas Technical Standards Committee. The
formation of the Committee was accomplished by
January 1982.
The Standards Division collaborates with
representatives of Bord Gais Eireann, gas companies,
contractors and manufacturers, the LPG industry and
other interested parties, to reach a consensus of the
interests involved in the development, maintenance and
implementation of standards for all aspects of the gas
industry.
This currently being achieved by the wi11ing support
from all concerned with the GISC work programme
which includes a review of existing standards from other
countries and their adaption where suitable for Irish
requirements. Irish Strandards, Recommendations and
Codes of Practice are also in preparation for issue
during 1983.
Speakers from the G.T.S.C. will present papers at the
forthcoming Gas Irland Seminar held in conjunction
with the Gas Ireland Exhibition. H&V News is
organising the seminar in conjunction with the G.T.S.C.
and the theme will be "Safety and Standards in the Gas
Industry" .
• Aga;Rayburn h~ve produced two colour leaflets designed to provide a
handy at-a-glance gUide to Rayburn's ranges of solid fuel cooker/water
heaters and r?om heaters. The A4 single sheet Rayburn cooker/water
heater leaflet Illustrates clearly the capabilities and specifications of the
Rayburn Supreme, MF, Royal, and Regent ranges, including dimensions,
fuel consumptions and outputs.
Fridge Spares (Wholesale)
Limited recently
announced that their
founder Mr. D. J. Byrne is
now the sole shareholder
of the company. This
occurred with Mr. D. J.
Byrne's acquisition of our
late Director, Mr. R. A.
Bennett's shareholding.
The following
Recent Changes at Fridge Spares
Mr. I?ick Spring TD,
Tanalste and Minister for
the Environment, has
announced that he has
approved of 59 major
public water and sewerage
schemes at various
locations throughout the
country. These schemes
have an estimated total
value of over £75 million.
The Tanaiste's decision
clears the way for the local
authorities to seek tenders
for. the schemes, most of
whIch will be carried out
by' contract. The Tanaiste
saId that work and
employment on the
schemes will be pressed
ahead rapidly and he has
asked local authorities to
a~tively co-operate with
him towards achieving this
objective. The
unprecedented scale of the
1..- ---1 releases will be of
signific~nce in the build-up
of confIdence in the civil
engineering sector of the
building industry.
The scheme wi11 cater
for new housing and
industry, and help to
eliminate deficiencies in
existing sanitary services
systems in both urban and
rural areas.
Mr. Spring said that in
releasing these schemes he
has been able to give
special attention to public
sewerage schemes,
incorporating new or
improved sewage disposal
arrangements, needed to
prevent and abate
pollution thus helping to
improve our environment.
Because of the spread of
the new sanitary projects,
the beneficial effects on
direct employment, in
opening up land for
development, and on
environmental protection
will be well distributed '
throughout the country.
There's a breath of fresh
air coming at your from
County Cork and its origin
is a remarkable little
electronic gadget called an
ioniser.
The Rainbow range of
ionisers is the brainchild of
three young men, all of
whom live and work in the
little West Cork Village of
Timoleague.
Andrew Dillon, Alan
Robey and John Pike set
up Ionisation Ireland Ltd.
to manufacture these
electronic devices for use
in the office, home, car
and anywhere people live
and work.
The air we breath
contains a balance of
electrically charged
particles of gas called ions,
both positive and negative.
The process of
ionisation occurs naturally
all the time by the action
of Ultra Violet Rays on
the gases in the
atmosphere. On fine
summer days, in mountain
or seaside areas and beside
waterfalls, the 'fresh' air
which makes us feel so
good is ion-rich with a
higher proportion of
negative to positive ions.
However, modern city
living and working
conditions can result in
low ionisation levels or too
high a proportion of
positive ions, leading to
heavy atmospheres and
dust laden air. These
conditions in turn are
often responsible for such
ailments as mental fatigue
and nervous tension, with
attendant headaches,
nausea and dizziness.
The Rainbow Ioniser
produces a stream of
negative ions which
literally knock particles of
smoke, smell, dust and
pollen right to the ground,
clearing and purifying the
atmosphere and restoring
the natural balance in the
radio of positive to
negative ions.
For details ring (023)
46130/46232.
ION OUT
YOUR
PROBLEMS
2 IHVN, May 1983
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Telex: 30943
dressing salon. The heat
wilI then be recycled to the
hot water services tank.
Midlands Malting Co.
Ltd., Co. Offaly
The proposal was for a
combined heat and power
plant supplying heat to dry
grain and the electrical
power necessary to operate
a heat pump to recover
waste heat from the kiln
exhaust and completion is
expected in 1983.
Mitchelstown Co-operative
Agricultural Society Ltd.
The grant of £16,580 in
this case was for the fitting
of a special burner to an
existing oil fueled fire tube
boiler. This burner fires a
mixture of pulverised coal
and oil. This project has
been completed.
Michael Sheehan, Bandon,
Co. Cork
Mr. Sheehan's project
involved the production of
biogas by the anaerobic
digestion of pig effluent.
The gas wilI be used to
supply heat for a large
grain drying complex. The
project has been
completed.
QDH dehumidifier
QHU roof mounted unIts 5O,(x)()'82.000 Btu/h.
QPM through wa!1 mounting units. 10,000 and 12,700 Btu/h.
Kerry Co-operative
This project from a
company in the dairy
processing/provender
milIing field concerns a
particular type of fluidised
bed boiler. The project is
expected to be completed
towards the end of 1983.
Killiney Castle Hotel
This project is based on 6
engines similar to Fiat 127
engines supplying heat and
electricity to the hotel and
heat to an adjoining block
of flats.
Peter Mark Ltd., Dublin
This project uses a smalI
heat pump to extract heat
from waste water from
hair washing in a hair
NEWS
Clonmel Corporation
This is an application of a
combination of passive
solar techniques to Local
Authority housing
developments. Completion
of this scheme is expected
before December 1983.
EMA Reports
on Energy
Saving Projects
with a view to stimulating
other concerns throughout
the country to take similar
measures. AII projects
entered for the Scheme
were examined for
technical feasibility,
economic viability and
energy saving potential.
Some of the successful
projects are:
ass split units. 9.000 - 24.000 Btu/h.
aeM ceiling mounted split units. 18,500 - 24,000 Btu/h.
QKK cool storage untts 7,500 14.000 SIU h
Exclusive Irish Distribulor for
Qualilair (Air Condilioninj:l Limiled
APV Hall Ireland Limited
Hall House. Main Street. Rathcoole. Co. Dublin. Tel: 1011 580311
The recent Energy
Management Association
Annual Report contained
much to interst those
involved in the various
aspects of energy ranging
from statistics on the
changing trends in energy
consumption in Ireland to
the outlook for the various
fuels for the next few
years. One scheme
reported on, which has
proven very popular is the
Department of Industry
and Energy Demonstration
Grant Scheme.
A total of £316,610 was
awarded in grant aid under
the Department of
Industry and Energy
Demonstration Grant
Scheme for Energy Saving
rojects. The project have
an annual general saving
potential of 26,000 TOE
and if widely copied
savings at national level
could amount to 750,000
tonnes or about 9070 of
national energy usage.
The objective of the
Scheme was to have new
energy saving ideas and
technologies demonstrated,
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• Part of the new CIBS
Republic of Ireland Branch
Commillee (L-R) P. J. Clonan,
John Cuthbert, Tony Knoll,
Incoming Vice·Chairman,
Michael Maloney, Incoming
Chairman, Gerry Palmer, Hon.
Secretary, Shay Diggan and
Eamon O'Brien.
CIBS News
Eamon O'Brien handed over the Chairmans chain of
office to Michael Moloney at the recent agm of the
Chartered Institution of Building Services at the
Engineers Club, Clyde Road, Dublin.
Michael Moloney has been an active CIBS committee
member for the past two years during which time he has
succeeded in broadening the involvement of the lighting
industry in the activities of the institution. The forum
provided on lighting matters has been welcomed by the
industry.
He is employed as a lighting specialist with the
electricity supply board and has special responsibility for
the lighting of major ESB developments and also for the
provision of third level lighting courses at our Irish • Institute of Engineers: (L.R) Eamon O'Brien, outgoing Chairman and
universities and colleges. Michael Maloney,lncoming Chairman.
NEW
ATLAS
FUEL
OIL
GRADES
4 IHVN, May 1983
Atlas Oil Laboratories Ltd
have recently introduced to
the fuel market two new
fuel oil viscosities.
Called 'Easiflow', these
grades span the gap
between Gas Oil (35
seconds) and Light Fuel
Oil at 220 seconds
Redwood No. 1.
Announcing the two new
grades, Tom Kirrane
General Manager of Atlas
pointed out that as Gas Oil
has become really
expensive many larger
users are looking for a
cheaper fuel oil grade.
As Light Fuel of 220
seconds may require extra
maintenance, and line
heating and still be a little
troublesome, many
institutions, hospitals and
the like are interested in an
intermediate grade which
will offer some of the
economy of Fuel Oil while
having none of the
disadvantages.
Atlas Easiflow grades
offer economies of 4p per
litre, or 18p per gallon and
are claimed to require no
line or tank modifications.
Only the oil burner need
be modified or replaced,
and the modest capital cost
can quickly be recovered
from fuel savings.
Atlas are offering a fuel
economy package where
they undertake a free
feasibility study, and
consultancy service, and
act as procurement and
funding agents for the
client without any capital
cost being charged. The
capital cost is met by Atlas
and recovered from fuel
oil savings.
Atlas Oil Co. is a totally
Irish owned Fuel and
Lubricant company
operating from modern
purpose built facilities
strategically located for
rapid deliveries. Atlas
carries out all it's own
blending and specialises in
the industrial market with
a strong emphasis on
technical service.
Apart from institutions
and nursing homes
Easiflow has been
welcomed by factories
using 100,000 to 250,000
litres of Gas Oil per
annum where no boiler
staff are employed.
Typically an annual saving
of £4,000 to £10,000 may
be made for a capital
outlay of £2,000 to £4,000.
Offering economies of
this magnitude, Atlas
expect a strong demand
for their Easiflow grades.
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IDHE LOOK
AT BAXI
REPORT ON
"COMBINED HEAT
AND POWER"
sales service is offered by
means of a maintenance
contract and a 24 hour
call-out service is in
operation on these
contracts.
The "Supersaver
System" which saves up to
60010 electricity when in
operation has been more
successful than ever
dreamed at the outset and
huge savings have been
achieved on the many
systems installed.
D.C. Compute Air
Limited are delighted to
advise their customers that
the Hiross products range
has extended into general
airconditioning and items
such as chillers,
condensers, heat-pumps
and airconditioning units
are on offer ex-stock their
new Dublin premises at
D.e.C.A. House, Baldoyle
Industrial Estate, Baldoyle,
Dublin 13, (Tel: 393843).
D. C. COMPUTE
AIR NEW H.Q.
Sales Director.
Moducel Limited. King Street. Fenton.
Stoke-on-Trent ST4 3ES. England
Telephone: (0782) 321317
Moducel are an independent British Company
who over the years have earned a reputation
of manufacturing a wide range of high quality
air conditioning equipment.
As a result of continued expansion and
development we wish to appoint an
experienced agent to promote our complete
product range and to develop new contacts
from this potentially high rewarding territory.
Comprehensive company support is offered to
the successful applicant who should have a
proven track record selling to all facets within
.the heating and ventilating markets, and be
able to converse at all levels.
All enquiries will be treated in strict
confidence.
This is a new position.
Please phone or write in first instance to:
Agency Opportunity
EIRE
D.e. Compute Air Limited
have recently moved to
their new premises in the
Baldoyle Industrial Estate.
Their new offices and
factory in the region of
7,000 sq. ft. is a symbol of
the rapid development of
this copmany in a
specialised market and
they are planning further
expansion in the near
future, as the foundations
are already underway for
the erection of a further
7,000 sq. ft. extension to
their building.
D.C. Compute Air
Limited being the
marketeers of Hiross
Airconditioning equipment
in Ireland have attributed
the;: success to the
deo;~ation of Mr. David
Roome, Managing
Director, who ensures that
all their plants are installed
and commissioned by fully
trained personnel. After
The report states that
the potential of CHP for
electricity generation is
broken down between
industry (64%), hospitals,
office blocks and public
sector buildings (21 %) and
domestic housing estates
(15%). It also indicates
that the use of natural gas
in CHP plants would
prolong the lifetime of the
Kinsale Gas Field.
"Combined Heat and
Power - Towards a
Policy for Ireland"
identifies a number of
policy changes which
would be required so that
the potential of this
energy-efficient technology
could be fully exploited.
Included among these are
a review of the terms
under which the ESB buys
back surplus electricity
from CHP installations, a
proposal that natural gas
be made available at a
reduced price to CHP
plants, and a change in
legislation which would
permit the CHP operator
to sell electricity to a third
party. These changes
would make installation of
privately-owned CHP
plants more likely.
In preparing the report,
a list of some 336 sites
which would be suitable
for the installation of CHP
plant was drawn up. At
present, there are some 11
CHP plants operating in
Ireland.
A report on "Combined
Heat and Power -
Towards a Policy for
Ireland" was published
recently by the National
Board for Science and
Technology. The report
shows that there is a
significant potential for the
use of Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) in Ireland,
mainly in industrial
complexes, office blocks,
hospitals, hotels and other
large buildings.
Widespread application
of CHP could result in the
supply of 8% of the
electricity demand
projected for the year
2000. It would also result
in savings in primary
energy (oil, coal, peat
etc.), a reduction of £65m
annually in the cost of
imported energy supplies,
and a reduction of over
£200m over fifteen years in
the capital investment
requirement of the ESB.
In addition to these
benefits to the State, CHP
would also help to make
individual industries more
competitive, through a
significant reduction in
energy costs. A typical
combined heat and power
installation uses 33% less
fuel than conventional
generating plant. It does
this through using the
residual heat from
electricity generation to
heat buildings or for
industrial process heating.
• Part of the IDHE group who visited Ashtown Heating Suppliers Ltd.
to look at Baxi products.
IHVN, May /983 5
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• Thorn Apollo boilers including the new SO/80 balanced flue version
(centre).
The Sealed Motor
Company or to give it its
better known name SMC,
have been bought by
Thorn EMI Heating. Also
included in the deal are the
SMC subsidiaries in
France, Denmark and
Germany. SMC was
previously a part of the
Adwest Group who also
own another pump
company J. T. Wade &
Son.
The principal activities
of the SMC group have
been the design,
development and
manufacture of circulating
pumps for domestic,
commercial and industrial
central heating systems.
Thorn EMI Heating has
bought the company as a
whole, factory and staff,
with the exception of the
industrial pump side. This
has been transferred to J.
T. Wade & Son (an
Adwest subsidiary) and
will be integrated with the
parent companies other
industral pump operation.
The part Thorn has
bought, the domestic and
commercial side, formed
the major part of SMC's
business and will be
integrated with Thorn's
existing central heating
marketing and service
operations.
The sale is based on the
net asset value (including
group loans) of the SMC
group, estimated at about
£4,750,000. An initial
payment of £4.5m has
been made to Adwest, the
balance to be payable after
audited accounts have been
prepared .
As far as we could find
out, Thorn intends to
continue making the
pumps under the SMC
brand name and there has
been no talk, or thoughts,
on changing it yet.
Thorn
Buys
SMC
1111
-
the gas industry in
Northern Ireland could
have serious consequences
both socially and
economically. If such a
closure can be prevented
by the supply of gas from
Kinsale, then no effort
should be spared by those
concerned to ensure that
all of the possibilities for a
mutually beneficial
arrangement are arrived at.
For this reason we are very
keen to see an agreement
concluded with the
Northern Ireland
Authorities for the supply
of Kinsale gas, provided,
of course, that it makes
economic sense for both
sides. "
Mr. Murray continued:
"You will appreciate that
as negotiations in this
regard are still proceeding
I cannot go into any detail
on this matter. However, I
would like to take this
opportunity to state,
particularly to the
representatives of the
Northern Ireland gas
industry, our commitment
to the proposed project to
supply natural gas to
Northern Ireland and to
assure you that
negotiations are proceeding
on a positive basis. I am
hopeful that these will be
concluded shortly."
•
--
•
Thorns Apollo Range
GOVERNMENT "KEEN"
TO SUPPLY GAS
TO NORTH
At the recent Annual
Dinner of the Irish Gas
Association Sean Murray,
Assistant Secretary,
Department of Industry
and Energy spoke on the
Governments committment
to supply gas to northern
Ireland if a price can be
agreed. He spoke at length
of the problems faced and
overcome in getting
natural gas to Dublin and
of the problems the gas
industry in general have
overcome. Referring to
Northern Ireland he said:
"The difficulties related to
the gas industry have not
been confined to the
South. As an Association
which embraces the entire
island you are very much
aware that the industry in
Northern Ireland has been
enduring the same
successive feedstock price
increases as we have. In a
nutshell the Northern
Ireland gas industry is
faced with closure unless it
can obtain a supply of
natural gas from the
Kinsale Head Field."
"The Department of
Industry and Energy is
very conscious of the
potential benefits to both
sides of co-operation
between North and South
and in particular in
relation to energy. It is
realised that the closure of
• Thermplant have appointed Pat
Fallon as Service Manager.
Thermplant
Agents for
Babcock
Thermplant have
announced that they have
been appointed official
agents in Ireland for the
Shell Boiler Division of
Babcock Power Limited.
Babcock Power Limited
is one of the oldest and
most successful of the
world boiler manufacturers
covering a full range of
fire tube boilers, water
tube boilers for oil, coal
and gas. In recent years
Babcock have been the
leaders in the development
of an industrial range of
fluidised bed boilers.
Thermplant's
development to become the
innovators and market
leaders in the conversion
of industry from oil to
coal, made them the
obvious partner for
Babcock to develop further
their advanced technology
in Ireland. In keeping with
the tradition of a full
professional service, Mr.
Pat Fallon, who was
Service Manager for
Babcock in Ireland has
now joined Thermplant as
Service Manager and will
continue to provide full
spares and technical service
for all Babcock customers.
Thermplant and
Babcock are also fully
alive to the opportunities
available to industry in
converting to gas and a
full range of industrial
energy plant will be
available to Irish industry
from both Thermplant and
Babcock.
Thermplant Combustion
Limited has been formed
to specifically handle the
Babcock Agency and other
allied boiler products.
6 IHVN, May 1983
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• "Definitely controversial", Gerry Baker, John Ennis, Tony Gillen,
Ken McCullough, John Lavelle, Eddie Egan and Ray Elliott at the
BTU outing in Newlands GC.
Front Six
Pat Codyre (13) 16 pts;
Gerry Baker (10) 14 pts.
Visitors
Paddy O'Regan (9) 33 pts;
Shay Diggin (10) 32 pts;
Michael O'Dea (21) 31 pts.
• John Pickerill, Veha Ltd., the sponsors, Eamon McGrattan and Frank
Lawlor.
• Pictured at the BTU golf outing were Eddie Egan, Victor Donovan.
Cap!. Newlands G.C. and Des O'Gorman.
Des O'Gorman (20) 32 pts;
Pat Byrne (19) 32 pts.
Back Nine
Liam Dillon (19) 20 pts;
Victor Madigan (20) 20
pts.
• Gerry Baker's ja~ket receiving attention and a shine from Tony Gillen,
at the BTU golf outmg.
:"n"""~-:--~
Prize Winners
15 Holes Stableford
Winner Owen White (1) -
34pts.
Class 1
Bernard Sweeney (5) 32
pts; John Hamilton (11) 30
pts; Ted Bourke (9) 30 pts.
Class 2
John Lavelle (15) 32 pts;
Michael Curley (13) 31 pts;
Des Ryan (18) 31 pts.
Class 3
John Loughlin (19) 33 pts;
leading qualifier in the
Senior Cup at Hermitage.
Matchplay Competition
Qualifiers
Bernard Sweeney v Sean
Cagney; John Hamilton v
Ray Byrne; Eamonn
Cullen v Michael Curley;
Liam Stenson v Ted
Bourke; John Lavelle v
Des Ryan; Victor Madigan
v Liam Dillon; John
Loughlin v Owen White;
Peter Johnston v Des
O'Gorman
First round to be
completed by 26th May
1983.
Gerry Baker attracted
much attention when
sporting his "Masters"
jacket with great panache.
Despite been given plenty of
stick by the members
Gerry kept a high profile
and deserves every
congratulation for
achieving the position of
Club Champion at Bray
Golf Club. The other
society member with recent
success has been Peter
Johnston who returned a
gross score of a one under
par seventy to become
The society's first singles
outing of the year was held
at Newlands Golf Club on
the 14th April and the
sponsors were Veha Ltd.
The outing, which also
included the qualifying
round of the matchplay
competition, drew a very
large attendance and
proved to be yet another
successful event.
The competition was
restricted to fifteen holes
due to the third, fourth
and fifth holes being
closed having suffered
water damage.
Back at the clubhouse
STEAM PRODUCTION
AND HEATING EFFICIENCY to.\~O.
STARTWITH A ~ft.~
ROBEYBOILER ,,_00
AND GOON AND ON AMBO
• 212 Boiler/Generator versions- to suit your specification.
• Coal, Gas, Peat, Wood, Oil and Waste Heat firing systems.
• Steam outputs from 1,000 to 60,000 Ibs/hr.
• Hot Water Generators giving 5 to 60 milliun BTU's/hr.
S.L. COMBUSTION SERVICES LTD. LAHEROANE, BALLYVOLANE, CORK Tel 501411
158 CASTLEREAGH RO.. BELFAST BT5 5FT. Tel Belfast 59282 boilermakers of international repute
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•J. & S. Stork Pumps Ltd., a
member of the internationally
known Vmf-Stork Group have
announced that they have agreed
that their pumps shall be marketed
At a recent meeting of the N.!.
Branch of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, Mr. Eric
McBride was elected Chairman of
the Branch in succession to Mr. Ken
Middleton.
Mr. McBride is a Director of
John Kelly Ltd. the N.!. fuel
importers and distributors, he is also
Chairman of the N.!. Energy
Managers Group and Hon.
Secretary of the N.!. Section of the
Institute of Energy.
The closure of one of the principal
firms of heating distributors plus the
impending closure of one of the
long established firms of contractors
illustrates the state of the heating
industry in Northern Ireland.
It i . most discouraging to meet
company principals operating in the
area who are to-day struggling from
one crisis to another.
The general level of business has
never been so low and for that work
that is available prices are extremely
competitive with profit margins at a
minimum.
The economic pundits say that an
improvement is on its way, all we
can say is it can't come quick
enough.
Four hundred persons crowded into
the ballroom of the Conway Hotel
for the Annual Dinner of the Royal
Ulster Society of Architects. The
President, Mr. Hugh McIlveen,
acted as host and proposed the toast
of the guests, the reply of which was
given by Mr. Eric Cairns.
new aids to industry.
The aids will include a 30l1Jo grant
for energy conservation. Details of
the scheme have not as yet been
announced, but it can be assumed
that when it is, -it will provide an
attractive inducement to both the
supplier and the user.
• Pictured at the N.I. Branch of the Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers Annual Dinner were
David Bell, Honorary Treasurer; orman Bailey, National President; Mrs. Alice Burnison N I
Manager D.B.C. Ltd.; Brian Page, N.1. Chairman; H. Dane, Honorary Secretary. ' ..
• (L-R) w. McMichael, J. Morrison, P. Johnson, W. Hunter, M. S&evenson, R. Montgomery
and J. Reid at the annual dinner of the .1. Branch of the IDHE.
8 IHVN. May 1983
The Secretary of State - Mr. James
Prior has announced that it is his
intention to introduce a number of
The long established Heat & Power
Equipment Exhibition will be held
in the Alexander Hall, Balmoral,
Belfast, from the 26th to 29th
September 1983.
The exhibition now in its twelfth
year will, naturally, in view of the
new Industry Bill (see elsewhere in
these notes) concentrate on Energy
Conservation equipment and on the
attendance of industrial engineers.
Intending exhibitors may obtain
full details of the exhibition, stand
rates etc. from W.H.C. Industrial
Promotions Ltd., Blue Stone
Cottage, Drumhirk, Newtownards,
Co. Down.
The exhibition will have over 50
stands and will be open to the
heating trade, industry and
commerce, many thousands of
personal invitations will be
dispatched and exhibitors will be
able to treat their special guests to
lunch free of charge. The exhibition
is not open to the public, thus
allowing exhibitors to concentrate
their selling activities on the people
who really specify, order and
purchase.
The new chairman of the Northern
Ireland Branch of the Chartered
Institute of Building Services is Mr.
Terry Jackson, Energy Sales
Engineer of the Northern Ireland
Electricity Service.
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41; HiVNews Cover
Wins Pholo Aword
9
Colt International Ltd. have moved
offices in Belfast to 39 Malone
Road, Belfast BT96RX, their new
telephone numbers are: Belfast
665350 or 664672.
available in the form of base
plinths, fresh air damper
connections, or loose grilles for
recess mounting.
The range consists three basic
sizes each having two coil
configurations, the whole range
covering duties from 4-19 kW.
Details from W. J. Hogg & Co.
Ltd., Belfast.
; 'I" \'
~~I~;--~-I ~
, '
• Atholl vertical cased (JCC) front discharge fan convector from W. J. Hogg & Co. Lld.
stock their range of Fan Convectors
giving instant availability of the
comprehensive range of units.
The convectors have been
designed to meet the flexibilities
dem'anded on site in that coils are
field reversible and the chassis units
can also be site modified to reverse
the discharge spigot from top to
front discharge.
The attractive cased version comes
with two two-tone 'Stelvetite' finish
with timber end panels, the stylized
configuration blending with all
office environments.
Standard conversion kits are
shows the suppressor tube
assembly for the engine
test facility. The tube was
built by Whessoe (Ireland)
Ltd. at their works in
Finglas, it measures five
metres in diameter by 9
metres in length, it was
part of a contract placed
with Whessoe by Central
Engineering Co,
Minneapolis, USA, for the
test cell silencing
equipment and fuel tanks.
Congratulations to
Ronnie on winning this top
award and we trust that all
this glory won't fog up
your lens.
If you think you recognise
this picture you'd be right.
It was featured on the
cover of H&V News some
time ago and was taken at
Airmotive Engine Test
Facility in Clondalkin Co
Dublin. The reason for the
'second airing' of this
picture is that it has
recently won the overall
award at Profoto 83, the
photographic exhibition of
the Irish Professional
Photographers
Association.
The photograph was
taken by Ronnie Norton of
Kingram Studios and it
Atholl Engineering of Poole,
Dorset, have adopted a positive
approach to the current market and
have decided to manufacture into
Phi lip Johnston, Area Manager,
hosted a reception for the merchant
stockists of Thorn EMI Heating at
the Crawfordsburn Hotel, Co.
Down. The main object of the
meeting was to introduce to their
N.!. customers Mr. Don Caslett the
new Northern Sales Manager and
who is therefore responsible for that
area.
The meeting also gave an
pportunity for Mr. Ed Martin to
say his farewells to his many Ulster
friends. Mr. Martin has been
promoted to National Sales
Manager for Thorn EMI Heating. It
was announced at the meeting that
Thorn EMI had taken over S.M.C.
pumps and that they would soon be
integrated into the group.
The opportunity was taken to
discuss the many problems that exist
in the trade to-day and the part that
Thorn could play in satisfying the
merchants requirements.
and serviced throughout Ireland by
Pump Services Ltd. In the Republic
of Ireland Pump Services Ltd.
operate from Willbrook Road,
Rathfarnham, Dublin, in Northern
Ireland from 56 Distillery Street,
Belfast.
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• (L-R) Cormac Holmes, General Refrigeration; Dave Croft, Searle; Jim
Anderson, W.A.C.; Andy Flynn, General Refrigeration; and Michael
Stewart, HRP Walker at the HRP Walker exhibition in Cork.
• (L-R) orman Murphy, Mid West Refrigeration; Dave Croft, Searle;
Glynn Measures, Prestcold; and Michael Stewart, HRP Walker at HRP
Walker's Cork Exhibition.
the Searle and Prestcold
products, Kenmore
exhibited their range of
driers. Teddington were
represented as were Penn
controls and Robinair.
HRP sales also announced
that Walker will now
distribute Aspera
compressors and
condensing units in the
North of Ireland.
HRP Walker were
delighted with the interest
shown at all three shows.
for air conditioning
applications. The SC range
of dual discharge coolers
which together with the
LC range were launched at
the London refrigeration
show recently were also
shown.
In Belfast examples
from all ranges available
were on display at this first
trade showing to the
Northern Ireland market,
and the attendance and
interest shown were
magnificent. In addition to
C4/C6 compressor. This is
a new high speed
reciprocating compressor
which has alreday proved
very successful in the UK.
The latest from Searle was
exhibited including the new
LC industrial cooler for
cold store and high and
low temperature
applications. This new
range supplements the
existing HO product cooler
range. Also shown was the
new CD series, recently
adapted to make it suitable
IDHE CONFERENCE OUTSTANDING SUCCESS
be one of the highlights of the conference.
On the social side there was as much if not more to do
than on the business side. A busy schedule of events
such as a visit to Waterford Glass, tour of Waterford
City, a boat trip on the river, golf outing at Waterford
Golf Club, a dinner dance and several official and
unofficial sing-a-longs.
Almost in defiance of the present tough times the
industry is going through the 7th Biennial Conference of
the IDHE was an outstanding success. The success was
on two fronts both as a technial conference and a major
social event.
As part of the programme there was an open forum
and discussion on IDHE specifications which proved to
HRP Walker recently held
a series of three
exhibitions, the first at the
Blarney Hotel, Cork. The
exhibition then moved on
to the Green Isle Hotel in
Dublin and from there to
the Drumkeen Hotel in
Belfast. The first two
exhibitions were devoted to
the Searle and Prestcold
product offerings. The full
Prestcold range of new
modular condensing units
were on display together
with the recently developed
• The 'head' table at the IDHE Dinner Dance at the Ardree Hotel,
Waterford, (L-R) Kay Pattison, Pascal Maguire, Eric Farrow, Victor
Maddigan, Mrs. Farrow, Bob Couchman and Harry Pattison.
CONFERENCE SPONSORS
The Committee of the Institute of Domestic Heating
Engineers (Irish Branch) extend their appreciation for
the continuing support and sponsorship of the following
companies and organisations listed below in alphabetical
order:
Ashtown Heating Supplies Ltd.; Barlo Heating Ltd.;
Bord na Mona; Burmah Castrol Ltd.; Calor Kosangas
Ltd.; Coal Distributors Ltd.; Coal Information Services
Ltd.; Ergas Ltd.; Esso Teo.; Heat Merchants (Kilkenny)
Ltd.; Heating Design Services; Hevac Ltd.; Heiton
McFerran Ltd.; P. J. Matthews Ltd.; Moy Insulation
Ltd.; National Coal Co. Ltd.; New Dublin Gas
Company Ltd.; Newbridge Heating Ltd.; Precision
Heating Ltd.; Quadrant Engineers Ltd.; Runtalrad Ltd.;
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd.; John R. Taylor Ltd. and Veha Ltd.
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The Efficient Operation
and Maintenance of
Freon Refrigeration
fficient Operation
he simplest and perhaps
the most neglected item in
the operation of a plant is
its control point, it is rare
that anyone will decide to
raise a thermostat setting
because he has checked out
the produce requirement
and found that the control
point is below the
requirement, nevertheless
this check should be made
as a setting of 1°F to 3of
will require 10% to 15%
excess operation of the
system depending on the
plant type and could be
considerably higher should
the temperature point be
far below ambient -
therefore check your
operating point and adjust
pwards if possible. The
econd point about the
controller is its operational
differential or the
difference in its cut in
points. To overcome the
inertia of a stationery
compressor requires ~ive
times the power reqUIred
to turn a compressor when
operating, in addition t~e
mechanised strain of this
surge of power on starting,
causes heavy wear in all
components of the
compressor and will .
shorten its life span and In
the case of belts will
require their replacement
in a far shorter period of
time, considering the
above points, centre
power, compressor life,
increased maintenance
costs and spending on
replacement parts, it is not
just worthwhile but
essential that this setting
be approached in a
professional manner it
should be set at the
maximum, the span system
will allow should the
control unit have a fixed
or unadjustable differential
at present, it would be
economically feasible to
consider replas:ing it if
your compressor horse
power exceeds 5 horse, or
lower should observation
of the unit reveal that
starts exceed 6-8 per hour.
The second and again
simple component that
should be considered is the
drive or connection
between the motor and
compressor in the case of
bolts, they should be
maintained at a correct
tension sufficient to
provide that flexibility or
start-up without slippage
when in operation. In the
case of hermatic and
semi-hermatic machines no
improvements can be made
as the shaft of each is
continuous. When bolts
are used an important
point of power
consumption which is
overlooked is the fact that
large motors consume
power simply to rotate
their own rotors and will
consume their power
regardless of the efficiency
of the drive in addition the
comments power which
should be transmitted to
the compressor into heat
which is a complete waste,
this heat conversion can
also cause heating damage
in the motor and
compressor, being
transmitted from pulleys to
shaft to heating and in the
compressor may also lead
to shaft seal damage and
thus to pass leakage.
A good rule of thumb to
check for slippage is to
step the machine after a
run of say 15120 minutes
and check pulley
temperature should you
find that the temperature
of the pulley compared to
the other temperatures is
excessive then either your
belts need tightening, or
perhaps your drive needs
changing.
More complex perhaps is
the electrical switching
freon and perhaps the
most important item in
that is cleanliness of
contact points of
contractor/starters should
our accumulation or
deposit of carbon/flash
spots be allowed to remain
in place it can reduce the
voltage being transmitted
to the motor which causes
an increase in power
consumption at best, and
at worst can cause
complete overload with the
possibility of motor burner
out. The same condition
can occur as a result of
terminal slackness. All
terminals should be
checked at a minimum of
once per year. One final
item which is neglected is
the operating time of the
star detector switching
arrangement on large
motors, should this be
switched too early from
star to detector, it will lead
to heavy inertia shock to
all parts and will
dramatically shorten bolt
life and switching green
life with all the inherent
costs of repairs, parts and
power consumption, the
ideal setting of this item
should be sufficient time in
star mode to achieve full
. motor or maximum speed
and at that point switch to
deltor again this should be
approached in a
professional manner, and
the speed should be
checked with a tachometer.
Oil is often considered a
necessary unit in a
refrigeration plant as it can
greatly reduce heat
exchange surface
efficiency. However, it is
our integral part of the
system and must be given
due consideration as you
could not operate without
it and in operating with it,
mishandling can cause high
energy costs. Under the
heading of operation, the
main point is to maintain
as close a watch and keep
a log in the case of large
plants of the oil
consumption and should it
be found to be excessive,
consideration should be
given to either fitting our
oil separate or altering the
installed pipework.
Specialist advice should be
sought before carrying out
either of the above
remedies.
Refrigeration
In general operation of the
system, refrigeration has
become an expense which
IHVN, May /983 IJ 13
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is to a great extent taken
for granted, comments
such as "well we couldn't
operate without it so we
will have to have it" are
common, whilst it is true
that you could not operate
without it you can do
something about where it
is going, remember it is
not a consummable and
for it to be required it
must have leaked out of
the system somewhere, the
leak should be found and
repaired before the charge
is topped up. Two other
points to keep in mind (I)
Contamination either by
air or moisture increase
power consumption and
maintenance costs,
consideration should be
given to fitting a moisture
indicator on large systems
and either fitting or
changing filters to dry out
the charge when its
condition is found to be
wet. (2) Operation with
low or high charges also
increases the operating
expenses especially in the
case of low charges as they
reduce the work capacity
of your cooling surfaces
and therefore extend the
operating time of your
compressor with its
attendant wear and tear
costs and unneccessary
power consumption as the
plants time in operation is
larger to achieve the
desired results, again
where they are not fitted,
consideration should be
given to fitting them for
general operating use.
In general, besides the
actual cycling control
referred to at the outset,
all other automatic
controls should be logged
at least twice per year and
any drift from natural
operation investigated and
corrected; a few examples:
(I) Head pressure
controller.
(2) Pump down systems,
low pressure cut out.
(3) Deep Freeze Plant -
Defrost timer operation.
Since a large percentage
of the installed systems
operate below freezing.
point, they cannot avo.ld
collecting moisture whIch
freezes on the cooling
surfaces, thereby insulating
the refrigerant from the
medium to be cooled and
causing inefficient
12 IHVN, May 1983
operation. It is necessary
on such plants to
incorporate a defrost cycle
which will clear off all ice
buildings on a securing
basis. Unfortunately, too
many of these plants had
their defrost cycle set to
ensure all frost would be
cleared, regardless of when
it was cleared CMld without
considering duty of plant
on charges in produce
handled. This item is
perhaps the biggest
consumption of
unnecessary energy in
refrigeration plants today.
The control of the defrost
cycle should be examined
in the minutest detail and
seconded over a reasonably
representative time period,
and it should then be set
to ensure that the defrost
continues for the minimum
time period necessary to
clear the surfaces even
where temperature/time
units are used. A check
should be made to assume
its probe location is
correct, and where only a
time switch is 'used,
consideration given to
fitting a temperature/time
unit.
No discussion of
operating a refrigeration
plant would be complete
without considering the
actual storage area,
whether it be a computer
room, deep freeze cabinet
or store room of a large
industrial cold room.
General points would be
that ingress of heat from
outside to the medium be
kept to a minimum,
insulation quality and
condition be checked
periodically for leakage,
openings in the area be
kept air tight and only
opened when necessary.
Make up water tanks
checked for consumption,
and any usage be
accounted for. In other
words, as all deviations
will increase operating
costs. Finally, where
possible, a log should be
kept of all variables, and
any deviations from
normal should be
investigated.
Maintenance
This area is essential to
efficient operations since a
neglected system will
l continuously increase its
power consumption and
will also require major
overhauls which, if
examined, will be every bit
as costly as routine
maintenance over an
extended period; the
considerations of the
complete subject are too
vast for this paper to cover
and again I have tried to
concentrate on what I
consider to be most
common to all systems;
again in any particular
system problems may be
discussed with the writer at
a mutually convenient
time.
Head pressure or
condensing temperature is
ignored so long as the
refrigerating requirement is
. being met; this is a mistake
as it has a resulting effect
which raises power
consumption regardless of
whether it is high or low.
First let us look at low
head pressure since our
expansion valve or .
metering device to the
evaporation is an orifice it
i~' dependent on pressure
differential from
throughput of refrigerant
quality and low head
pressure reduces the
quality, which in turn
starves the evaporator
producing two effects;
(I) drops the evaporator
temperature which can
produce spot freezing
which will progress until
the entire surface is
blocked;
(2) reduces the capability
of the system to deal with
the duty thereby extending
the refrigerating time
period required to carry
out the work load.
High head pressure is
the more common of the
two and has a more subtle
effect which is more costly
in operating expense than
low pressure. Firstly, it is
more expensive to produce
this higher pressure in the
compressor and the extra
power is converted into
heat which is carried by
the gas when the heat
arrives at the expansion
valve/evaporator more of
the liquid body must be
used to remove it from the
evaporator thus reducing
the refrigerating effect
available for productive
work. In other words, you
are consuming extra power
for unnecessary pressure
and heat which you must
remove through the
normal operating cycle -
this is a very expensive
process. Now let us see
what may be causing the
higher pressure:
(I) Incorrectly set
operating device in control
of head pressure;
(2) Heat rejection
surfaces fouled up
reducing their capacity to
reject heat. This item has a
plausible secondary effect.
Lets assume an
air-cooled condenser with
say, four fans and only
two of these operate.
normally; as the surface
fouls up an extra fan wiIl
be required initially and
finally all fans wiIl be
required. You have,
therefore, increased your
operating expense
needlessly as the horse
power is merely
compensating for dirt
which can be cleaned off.
High head pressure is
also responsible for quite a
lot of oil carry-over
.problems as high pressure
.also produces higher than
usual temperature. In the
compressor cylinders the
high temperature atomises
i the. oil .into ~ finer mist
; whIch IS easJly passed byI the cylinder rings allowing
I it to mix with the
refrigerant and be carried
around the system. Oil in
the evaporator reduces its
efficiency and again
Ie.xten~s the plant operatingtime, Increasing the power
), consumption and overall
costs.I It is, therefore, essential
I that all heat rejectionsurface~ be kept clean.
! Oil consumption is notIas in an internal .,
I
combustion where It IS
burnt and kaves the
system. With the exhaust
. gas in a refrigeration
system the oil is deposited
in the
evaporator/ condenser and
pipework. The cause of its
loss should be investigated
as it has a detrimental
effect on all heat surfaces
and at worst may cause
compressor seizure - the
most common causes are
compressor piston valve
plate breakage or wear and
as stated in head pressure
high temperature which
..
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Punkah Louvre
The following notes are bas-
ed on material submitted by
the companies concerned.
FRIDGE
SPARES
Fridge Spares (Wholesale)
Limited one of the leading
however, moisture in the
system mixes with the oil
and where high
temperature occur will
form an acidic sludge
which will cause removal
of copper from the system.
This copper will be
deposited on the highly
polished surfaces of your
bearings causing drag and
increasing power
consumption and in the
case of hermetic units the
acid formed will attack the
windings leading to
burn-out. Therefore it
cannot be stressed too
highly the importance of
correct charging
procedure.
This paper was presented
at a recent meeting of the
Energy Managers
Association.
Water cooled packaged chillers
36-5000 Kws capacity
HTI Services
Telephone: Belfast 51403/4
simple check can be made
to ascertain this, shut off
the system; allow it
(condenser) to cool and
then check that the
pressure temperature
relationship is correct for
that refrigerant. Should
you find it is higher then
air is present and will have
to be removed, otherwise,
as stated under high
pressure your power
consumption will be
excessive - as stated
earlier, look tests should
be used if the system is
using refrigerant and it is
very good practice to carry
out look tests on a routine
basis as the price of the
refrigerant is now so high.
In the event of it being
necessary to top up the
refrigerant charge, this
should be carried out
carefully. Where possible,
charging should be made
through a dessicant filter
which will ensure no
moisture enters the system
and the lines should be
blown clear of air before
the system is opened - the
method of charging may
seem extravagant,
Cooling towers in steel, plastic,
and closed circuit.
Wide range of capacities.
PRODUCT REVIEW: REFRIGERATION
Drum Louvre
pressure switch.
Ancillary control devices
should be checked again at
a minimum of once per
year. The most common
would be:
Expansion valve -
check super heat.
Dessicant filter -
change if temperature fall
is noted or moisture
indicator shows system is
wet.
Low pressure switch -
close refrigerant supply
and check cut out.
Hi pressure switch -
block condenser surface
and check cut out.
Solenoid valve - close
electrically and check for
leakage which will cause
unit cycling during
pumpdown.
Finally, refrigerant as
stated earlier, often a
neglected cost and in
general the earlier points
cover this, however, some
further points worth
noting - high head
pressures can be caused by
contaminants in the
refrigerant (air) which will
not condense and occupies
space in the condenser. A
Air cooled packaged chillers.
32-226 Kws capacity.
APV Hall Ireland Limited
Telephone: Dublin 580311
breaks it into smaller
particles allowing it past
into the gas. In some cases
it may not be possible to
halt oil carry-over and
consideration should be
given to adding an oil
separator in the discharge
line which will return the
oil to the sump.
Compressor efficiency is
essential to effective ue of
the horse power consumed
and its pumping capacity
should be tested at least
once per year. The test is
very simple - shut off the
refrigerant supply and
bypass the low pressure
safety for the duration of
the test. The compressor is
then operated until a
vacuum of 25" mercury is
achieved. Should your
machine be unable to
achieve this or close to it
then your compressor
requires an overhaul. It
should be able to hold this
difference between
discharge and suction for a
resonable time periotopped
and should only equalise
gradually. After the test
remember to remove
bypass from the low
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• The Caryle 30 HR reciprocating chiller.
HEATH
VAN SPALL
and other commercial and
industrial in-space
applications. It provides
efficient and economical
cooling, heating,
dehumidification filtering,
and air circulation from
one package.
The unit is available in
four capacities ranging
from 4 to 12 TR with
water-cooled and
condenserless versions. Air
distribution can be through
customised ductwork or a
matching accessory
plenum.
High capacity
centrifugal fans move large
volumes of air quietly at
low velocity, and the
compressor delivers high
cooling capacity at low
operating cost.-------1~
Heath van Spall Associates
Ltd, are now marketing a
complete range of
BCTIEvapco forced
draught cooling towers,
closed circuit coolers and
evorative condensers. All
units supplied with either
centrifugal or axial fans.
The range of equipment
is as follows:
Cooling Towers
There are 65 centrifugal
fan models ranging from
44 kW to 21,160 kW.
These units are particularly
suitable for noise sensitive
installations and also for
indoor locations.
There are 45 Power
Mizer models with vane
axial fans ranging from
1,100 kW to 21,160 kW
for low energy
requirements. These
I models are designed to cut
construction of these
chillers ensures cost-saving,
ease of access for
servicing.
Optional accessories
include a remote control
panel, oil pressure safety
switches, and a control
circuit transformer.
Also a new single
packaged cooling unit has
been announced by Walker
Air Conditioning Limited.
With its beige and
brown finish and easy
installation, the Carlyle
50BTIBU is ideal for
shops, offices, restaurants
.--- =:=~.
=====
===============
=====
•.Photograph shows the new Carlyle SOOTIOU single paCkaged coolinjt
umt.
servicing, energy efficiency
and built-in standby
capability. Even in an
emergency with only one
compressor operational the
30 HR/HS and 220 models
will continue to provide
some cooling capacity.
And when operating at full
or part load the two
refrigerant circuits and
liquid refrigerant
sub-cooler use their full
cooler surface -
improving efficiency, with
lower power input. The
190 model has a five step
capacity control, and the
220 six steps, switching
compressors on or off as
the load changes. This all
contributes to a large
energy saving.
At no extra cost these
chillers can be contructed
with coolers and
condensers conforming to
the specification of the
SDM, TUV, or ANNCC
code authorities. Despite
their high capacity and
their multiple compressor
design both new models
are compact enough to
pass through standard
doorways, and the open
refrigeration wholesalers in
Ireland dealing solely with
the refrigeration trade.
Extensive stocks of
equipment and ancillaries
are kept at the Dublin
Industrial Estate
warehouse such as Delta
RA evaporators and
condensers, Lunite
Hermetique condensing
units and Hall Bitzer
semi-hermitic condensing
units.
On the ancillary side
large stocks of Flica driers
and expansion valves,
Ranco controls, Gill brass
fittings, Nibco copper
fittings, Yorkshire copper
tubes, Danfoss solenoids,
Precision time clocks,
Armstrong Armaflex,
Isceon refrigerants and
many other items can be
had ex stock.
A very good range of
Imperial Eastman tools
and test equipment can
also be delivered from
stock.
For further information
contact Fridge Spares
(Wholesale) Limited, 370
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11, (Tel:
303466/303793) .
For all the most
demanding applications
where a constant supply of
chilled water is needed for
refrigeration, air
conditioning or process
installations, Carlyle have
announced a new design
reciprocating chiller in
their 30HR/HS series,
which is available
throughout Ireland from
their authorised dealer,
Walker Air Conditioning
Limited.
The new 'complete
package', 30 HR/HS 190
and 220 reciprocating
chillers have been designed
to replace the 180-220
models of these reliable,
energy-saving products.
Now the nominal cooling
capacity range is between
541 and 634 kW, for the
50Hz models and 623-728
kW in new 60 Hz units.
In all of these chillers
multiple reciprocating
semi-hermetic compressors
yield reliability, ease of
WALKER
AIR
14 IHVN, May 1983
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COPPER
FITTINGS
Unit Coolers
CONTROLS
L'UNITE HERMETIQUE
COMPRESSORS &
CONDENSING
UNITS
Supplier to the trade
of the following ...
Armailex
Yorkshire Imperial
COPPER TUBES
Conlacl us al:-
UNIT 19
L1NFIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
L1NFIELD ROAD
BELFAST BT12 5LA
Telephone 220199
service cabinets ice cream freezers
11
searle
Ice Cream and Frozen Food Display cases
Refrigeration
Wholesale (N.I.)
li Framec
Danfoss has introduced a
new, revised range of
fan-cooled condensing
units.
The units are not only
now equipped with the
firm's new energy-saving
types of compressors, the
range has been improved
to meet increased market
demands.
The height of the units
has been reduced to make
building in easier.
In all, thirteen sizes of
units cover a range from
three to 42m3 displacement
for high as well as low
evaporating temperatures.
That is to say, as far as
capacity is concerned, the
range covers common sizes
of refrigerators and
freezers as well as
commercial refrigeration
installations.
The familiar Twin units
are now manufactured
with one fan and
constitute part of the new
range.
There are several
characteristics of the new
J. J. Sampson
vanSpall, previously
limited to Southern
England, is now extended
to cover the United
Kingdom and Ireland.
4. As the production
facility comes on to full
stream around June 1983,
the service and supply
throughout Great Britain
and Ireland will be second
to none.
For the immediate
future there will also be
available a range of
induced draught
counterflow cooling towers
manufactured by our
associate company in Italy.
To complement their
range of evaporative
cooling equipment Heath
vanSpall also market
purpose built attenuators,
anti-vibration rails, solids
to water separators.
Cooling Towers (Great
Britain) Ltd., is the
manufacturing company
only. All servicing,
refurbishment and
preventative maintenance
will be handled by Heath
vanSpall at their West
Drayton office. Tel: West
Drayton 40546.
Evaporative Condensers
There are 37 low sound
models with centrifugal
fans ranging from 129 kW
to 5597 kW. These units
are particularly suitable for
noise sensitive installations
and also for indoor
locations.
There are 35 Power
Mizer models with vane
axial fans ranging from
323 kW to 5166 kW for
low energy requirements.
These models are designed
to cut horsepower
operating costs by up to
50% with greatly
simplified maintenance.
All the above units have
the following features.
a) Heavy duty industrial
construction;
b) Simplified water
distribution system;
c) Double corrosion
protection;
d) Extended warranty.
(G450 g/m2 thickness).
All units will be
manufactured by Heath
vanSpall's manufacturing
company, Cooling Towers
(Great Britain) Ltd., based
at Corby, Northants.
Heath vanSpall
emphasise that producing
BCT/Evapco equipment
locally realises several
important points.
I. The high specification
standard will be
maintained.
2. Distribution
throughout the UK and
Ireland will be efficiently
run from a central
position.
3. The competitive
benefits of Heath
PRODUCT REVIEW: REFRIGERATION
horsepower operating costs
by up to 50010 with greatly
simplified maintenance.
Closed Circuit Evaporation
Coolers
There are 27 low sound
models with centrifugal
fans ranging from 2.3 lis
to 140 lis. These units are
partcularly suitable for
noise sensitive installations
and also for indoor
locations.
There are 12 Power
Mixer models with vane
axial fans ranging from 35
lis to 140 lis for low
energy requirements. These
models are designed to cut
horsepower operating costs
by up to 50% with greatly
simplified maintenance.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: REFRIGERATION
IMPERIAL
EASTMAN
Hand Tools
Robinair, major
manufacturer of
dehydration and
refrigerant recharging
stations announce a
significant improvement to
their 'popular' and 'high
vacuum' ranges. The
previous 2.5 cfm capacity
single stage vacuum pump
fitted to the Popular range
is replaced by a 3.75 cfm
two stage model which is
both quieter and smoother
than its predecessor. A
further important
advantage being that the
complete pumping element
may be easily replaced
without specialist tools or
knowledge. The same
larger pump is also
featured in the up-market
'High Vacuum' range of
service stations. In both
applications the new
vacuum pump results in
faster, more efficient
system dehydration.
Robinair are pleased to
offer these improvements
with no increase in cost.
All major components of
-
RSL
CONTROLS
Armanex
Yorkshire Imperial
COPPER TUBES
request, these include
Prescold, Semanle,
Hermetique and Ranco
controls among others.
Refrigeration Wholesale
also supply commercial
cabinets by Denby and
Framec as well as Philips
icemaking machines. A full
range of service spares for
all type of refrigeration
equipment is available.
For details of these and
other stocks please contact
Refrigeration Wholesale,
Unit 19, Linfield Industrial
Estate, Linfield Road,
Belfast BT12 5LA, (Tel:
Belfast 220199).
11
I
equipment and accessories
can be supplied to the
trade immediately on
• New Danfoss fan
condensing unit from
Sampson & Son Ltd.
JIII...........~ (WHOLESALE) LIMITED
Estate, Ballyfermot Road,
Dublin 10, (Tel: 2(>8111)
Telex 92219.
Refrigeration
Wolesale (NI)
Refrigeration Wholesale
was established a year ago
by Terry Nickels who has
extensive experience in the
refrigeration trade. Based
in Linfield Industrial
Estate, which is just off
the new Belfast link road
their premises are in easy
access to both the M 1 and
M2 motorways.
Large stocks of
Evaporators &
Conden"sers
Delta Ltd.
L'UNITE HERMETIQUE
COMPRESSORS &
CONDENSING
UNITS
DRIERS / ISCEONEXPANSION
VALVES Refrigerant
Gas
~._.-•...,.._.....-
oro-~."_
series of units that should
be named:
All versions are fitted
with HST electrical
equipment designed for
high starting torque. The
electrical equipment is
mounted on the
co"mpressor and all
electrical connections are
made on a terminal board
in the unit.
Each size of unit can be
supplied in three versions:
for solder connection, flare
connection with stop
valves, and flare
tonnection with stop
valves and receiver.
Special units can also be
supplied, with mesh guards
and pressure controls to
meet German safety
requirements to VBG 20.
There are also special
units with a fusible plug
on the receiver to meet
British Standard 1608 for
the British market.
Some units in the range
can be supplied in a 115V
version.
Further informatiDn can
be obtained from J. J.
Sampson Ltd., Unit 71
Cherry Orchard Industrial
COPPER
FITTINGS
EVAPORATORS
~
VD
rabtherm
VACUUM
EQUIPMENT
Available from the Irish agents:
37D Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11. Tel: 303466 & 303793 Telex: 30987.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: REFRIGERATION
• One of the PR Series of condensers from APV Hall Products Ltd.
Robinair service stations
are of their own design
and manufacture.
Therefore after-sales
service is second to none
from their Birmingham
factory.
The new vacuum pump,
part of a complete range,
is available as a separate
item under model no.
15107 - further details
from RSL Ltd.
APV Hall-
HTI Services
On January 1st
Hall-Thermotank Ireland
Limited (H-T.I. Ltd.),
refrigeration contractors
and air conditioning
products distributors based
in Rathcoole, Co. Dublin,
changed their name to
APV Hall Ireland Limited.
APV Hall Ireland
Limited and HT! Services
Belfast, also recently ,
announced considerable
reorganisation which they
feel will make them better
placed to increase their
market share of business
and provide a better all
round service.
The companies activities
cover a wide spectrum
encompassing refrigeration
contracting, supply of
spares for Hall, Sterne and
Grasso compressors and
other refrigeration
components, the servicing
and maintenance of
refrigeration and air
conditioning plant and the
supply of APV Hall
Products Limited cooling
towers, water chillers and
air distribution louvres.
APV Hall Ireland are
exclusive distributors of
Deltaclima and Qualitair
packaged air conditioning
equipment. On the return
of Hamish Hunter to the
UK to take up a position
on the APV Hall
International board
Trevor Ward, who has
been with the HT
Organisation for some 10
years is now heading the
companies. The
contracting and product
selling activities are
managed by Colin Huggett
while all service,
maintenance and spares
business is run by Freddie
Barber for APV Hall
Ireland, (Billy Lamont for
HT! Services). Philip
Barber is responsible for
product selling to Air
Conditioning Contractors.
Competent design and
service engineers provide
the technical back-bone of
what are regarded as the
foremost companies in the
refrigeration and air
conditioning industry in
Ireland. The service
engineers are in-house
trained and strategically
RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
-----------e-----------
Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Distributors of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
___--------e----- _
Rm
51=
48f Robinhood Industrial Estate,
Clondalkin. Co. Dublin. Tel: 508011
Telex: 24818
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located throughout the
country.
APV Hall Ireland
Limited and HTI Services
are keeping abreast of
developments in heat
pumps and APV Hall have
recently installed a custom
built system which
provides hot water as part
of the heating system for
an abbey.
Further details from
APV Hall Ireland Ltd.,
(Tel: 580311) and HTI
Services (Tel: Belfast
5140314).
PRESTCOLD
Prestcold have recently
appointed H.R.P. Walker
Limited as their sole
distributors for Southern
Ireland. H.R.P. Walker
will stock the complete
range of Prestcold
equipment including a
selection of factory-rebuilt
compressors.
The Prestcold range has
now been enhanced by the
addition of the 'C' 4 and 6
cylinder open and
semi-hermetic compressors
• One of the new
Robinair recharging
stalions.
from 10-40 H.P., giving
them a comprehensive
range from YJ to 75 H.P.
Assqciated condensing
units, air and water
cooled, are available from
\/3 to 15 H.P., and a new
range based on the C
compressor will be
introduced shortly.
Prestcold has a policy of
continuing research and
development and much
emphasis is put on quality
control and testing. In
addition to investment in
these areas, Prestcold have
recently invested £ Y4
million in a specialised
software package for
manufacturers, which will
be used to run their entire
business.
The appointment of
H.R.P. Walker will
strengthen Prestcold's
presence in the commercial
refrigeration market in
Ireland.
CROSS
An increasing number of
medium-sized
supermarkets are now
specifying wide island
frozen food display cases
in preference to more
conventional units,
according to leading
refrigeration specialists
Cross Refrigeration
Limited.
The company has
reported a greater
acceptability among the
middle-range outlets of
their Bonnet Neuhaus wide
island units and also their
pre-packed wall meat
cases.
"The energy-saving
characteristics of these
units are an attractive
feature for customers"
commented Cross
Marketing Director
Dermot Walsh, "since the
heat recovered from the
refrigeration plant can be
recycled to heat the store
or provide hot water".
DANFOSS REFRIGERATION CONTROLS
WATER COOLERS
'WALK IN" COLD STORES
AIC UNITS
•MILK COOLERS
For over 50 years, the Danfoss automatic
controls for refrigeration plants and air
conditioning systems have been synonymous
with quality and reliability. The product range
includes,
* Thermostatic Expansion Valves
* Thermostats & Pressure Switches
* Solenoid Valves
* Capacity Regulators
* Driers & Sight Glasses
* Hand Valves & Check Valves
* Pilot Operated Main Valves
* Oil Seperators
* Sight Glasses
* Electronic Thermostats
18 IHVN, May /983
For further details and up-to-date Danfoss Refrigeration "Quick Reference" Catalogue Contact:
J. J. SAMPSON Ii SON LTD.
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10. Tel: (01) 26811 Telex 92719
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW SUITE FOR THE
SMALLER BATHROOM
• The new Tulip bathroom suite from Ideal Standard.
A new and complete
design-related suite -
known as Tulip - has
been introduced by
Ideal-Standard.
Two international
designers - Italian
Marcello Cutino and
Englishman John
Beauchamp - teamed up
with Ideal-Standard to
produce the new Tulip
suite which comprises two
sizes of bath, two sizes of
wash basin, a toilet and
idet, and which has been
specifically developed for
the smaller bathroom.
The uniquely different
Tulip range has been
specifically designed and
developed to satisfy - in
both budget and size limits
- these significant trends.
Because of the choice of
sizes of bath and wash
basin in t~e Tulip range, a
self-contaIned, design
related suite can be chosen
to fit almost any size or
shape 'of bathroom.
The Tulip bath is in two
widths - a luxurious and
spacious 75cm., and a
more compact 70cm. Both
baths are a standard
l70cm. in length. Their
esign includes an
tremely comfortable
ack rest and a
well-shaped showering
area.
Soap rests are a feature
of the two Tulip basins -
there is a choice of two
widths, either 63cm. or
56cm. - which combine
with a round and bold
pedestal, while the
close-coupled toilet has the
shortest projection of any
model with a ceramic
cistern.
The bidet from the Tulip
range is designed for a
monoblock over-rim
supply, while the wash
basins are also supplied for
monoblock mixers, but
will take other fittings, if
required.
The Tulip range will be
available in
Ideal-Standard's three
recently-introduced
Whisper shades - blue,
green and pink - as well
as three other fashion
colours, Indian Ivory,
Kashmir Beige and
Bermuda Blue, while
related taps and mixers, in
chromium plate, gold plate
or white finish, are also
available from
Ideal-Standard.
New Tiara 2 Bathroom
Suite
At the same time as
introducing the Tulip suite,
Ideal-Standard announced
that they had updated their
Tiara range.
Designer John
Beauchamp also worked
with Ideal-Standard on the
design of a wash basin and
a bath, which have a clear
design relationship with
each other. Features of the
new baSIn (60cm. wide)
and the bath (170cm long
x 70cm. wide) are that they
have taps off-set to the
left, which allows space
for a generous soap recess.
Grouped together with the
existing Tiara toilet and
bidet, the new basin and
bath form a self-contained
suite, known as Tiara 2.
Ideal-Standard will
continue to offer the two
long-standing wash basins
(60cm. and 50cm. wide)
which were previously
available as Tiara - now
to be known as Tiara 1 -
and they are being priced
more competitively.
Clear-cut Choces in
Bathroom Suites
Introduction of the Tulip
suite, plus the grouping of
the new Tiara basin and
bath with existing Tiara
products into a complete
suite, means that
Ideal-Standard now offer
clear-cut suites at stepped
lev~ls based on price,
deSIgn and size.
At the bottom of the
ladder is Ideal-Standard's
Coroline suite followed by
the premium suites Tiara
I, Tiara 2 and the new
Tulip, and then the luxury
Brasilia, Linda and at the
summit, the '
Italian-designed
Michelangelo suite.
Details from K. M.
Reynolds Ltd.
Vori6x
Controls
Revised
Ranco Varifix controls
have undergone detail
modifications in line with
market evolution within
the domestic and
commercial refrigeration
markets.
The Varifix range
comprises nine separate
control packages, each
designed as a universal
replacement for specific
types of refrigeration
equipment (e.g.
compressor refrigerators,
freezers, bottle-coolers,
and window air
conditioners etc). By
selecting a Varifix control
the serviceman is assured
of always having with him
the control and accessories
needed to replace the vast
majority of refrigeration
controls used by
manufacturers over the
past 30 years.
The changes introduced
include the introduction of
the smaller K50, K54 and
K59 controls in place of
previously used 'A'
models, so simplifying
replacement. One
simplified three-piece dial
knob replaces the two
knobs previously supplied.
Modifications have been
made to bracketry, and the
packages made smaller .
Reduced carton lots (84 to
50) are also being
introduced for
bulk-buyers.
Each Varifix control is
colour coded by end-use
on the box label and
carries a simple three-digit
part number facilitating
easy control selection.
Varifix replacement
thermostats are available
through all leading
refrigeration wholesalers
and domestic appliance
service outlets.
Further details from
RSL Ltd.
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Running costs
neednotrun away
with thetnselves
Running costs don't need a ladder to make economy go out the window.
But you might find that a marriage ofconvenience with Walker will help keep them firmly under your thumb.
Walker knows about heating and air conditioning. We've worked, and are working, on some of the biggest
projects around. Not to mention a large nu~ber of the smaller ones as well.
With Walker, there's computer matching of your precise needs from the4,OOO Carlyle air conditioning and heating
components. It's the only sure way ofgetting a system that truly meets your needs.
There's the world's biggest range of heat pumps, all engineered for the heat W 11~
pump market with built-in reversibility to ensure longer life. And the complete a er
range ofCarlyle VAV systems - engineered to automaticallx adjust themselves to
the heating or cooling needs of the moment, and in so doing cut your energy bills. AirConditioning
Then there's Carlyle's latest and hottest property, the Heat Machine. This D b
h Isrn UWr for Carlyle air conditioning and heanng productswas conceived ro remove heat from waste warm water and produce c eap useable DUBLI: DUBLIN I DUSTRIAL ESTATE
heat for space heating or industrial process use. FINGLAS ROAD. DUBLIN 11
TEL: DUBLIN 300844 TELEX 24862
Whichever way you look at your running costs, Walker can help keep them BELFAST: 9a CHERRYHILL ROAD. DUNDONALD
under control. The widest component range with computer matching; cost cutting BELFAST BTI60JH
TEL: DUNDONALD 5234 TELEX: 747681
VAV systems, the amazing Heat Machine - and all available with Walker's pre- and GLA GOW: WASHINGTON ROAD. UNIT lOB
after-sales service. ~I~?ly ~~~~E~DUSTRIALESTATE
Go on, take the plunge! TEL: 041887 0551 TELEX: 779406
(~) A !TItmber of The Jefferson Smurfil Group
Generouswith ourknowledge,22
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NEW PRODUCTS
LOW COST HEATERS FROM FINHEAT
A range of low cost
vertical discharge unit
heaters has been developed
by S & P Coil Products as
an extension to its Cirrus
Series factory space
heaters.
Designed for
roof-suspended overhead
mounting, five sizes of
vertical discharge Cirrus
models are now available.
These cover practically any
industrial unit heating
application with outputs of
up to l20kW (400,000
Btu/hr).
For long-term
maintenance free operation
in industrial environments,
Cirrus casings are in heavy
gauge sheet steel. The
main casing is finished in
gold hammer stove enamel
with matt black louvres.
Vertical discharge models
have four groups of
hinged, adjustable
• The Cirrus vertical discharge industrial space heater from Finheat is a
low cost unit for use with all types of water or steam fed heating systems.
discharge louvres providing match the needs of all
control over the direction water or steam fed heating
and spread of the heated systems. Depending on
output air stream. heat output needs, up to
Heat exchangers used in three rows of coils can be
Cirrus heaters are extended fitted, designed for low,
surface copper coils with medium and high
aluminium fins and three temperature water or
types can be specified to steam heating media at a
maximum pressure of
1030kN/m2 (150 psi).
As standard, the fan
motors are a totally
enclosed type conforming
to BS5000 and rated for
continuous operation,
though flame-proof motors
can also be fitted. A
choice of three motor
speeds gives the user
control over the air
movement rate. For very
quiet running and even air
distribution, propellor type
fan impellers are used,
individually balanced and
firmly fixed to the motor
shaft.
Standard models are
designed for recirculated
air heating, but all Cirrus
units can be factory fitted
wit spiggots for connection
to fresh air inlet ducts.
Further details from
Finheat Ltd.
carbon monoxide are
indicated by means of a
calibrated, seven stage
column of light emitting
diodes and the unit
includes both visual and
audible alarms, indicating
hazardous levels of CO.
Relay contacts are also
included for remote alar
indication, useful when th _
monitor is used as a
semi-permanent device.
The ON/OFF switch and a
neon, double as a battery
power check or a mains
indication device.
Applications include;
monitoring for hazardous
levels of carbon monoxide
in underground car parks,
subways, commercial lorry
loading bays and
commercial garages, the
leakage of combustion
gases in the heating and
ventilating field and any
other situation where the
gas is likely to be
encountered.
This unit is marketed in
Ireland by I.I.L. The
Instrument People from
their Dublin and Cork
Offices.
Kent Industrial
Measurements, Cambridge,
the gas analysis and
monitoring specialists of
Brown Boveri Kent, have
introduced the second of
their new series of portable
environmental gas
monitors, the Kent EGM.
The new monitor is
calibrated to measure
levels of carbon monoxide
(O.200ppm) s a hazard in
working environments and
enclosed spaces where
there is potential for CO
build up.
A simple low cost device
which operates from either
battery or mains electricity
(11O-120V or 220-240V),
the EGM has been
designed as a portable unit
with optional wall
mounting facilities for
semi-permanent
installation. The carbon
monoxide sensor/cell is
contained in a remote,
cable connected housing
which can be lowered or
projected into areas of test
or alternatively remain
operational in its
compartment within the
monitor housing. Levels of
backed by a
computer-aided design
assistance service. The
programmes available can
quickly calculate
commercial building and
factory air-conditioning
loads, energy use, duct
design, insulation,
attentuation and heat
recovery. All 0 f these are
based on many years of
practical experience gained
in the USA and optimise
the performance potential
of the product range,
giving the most economical
solution to any
air-conditioning design
problem in both capital
and running costs.
NEW PORTABLE
MONITOR
• A type'S' single duct VAV unit.
Crodo Energy Systems
Grada Netaline have
recently introduced the
Grada Energy System.
The product range
includes single duct, dual
duct, reheat, diffusers and
fan terminal equipment
with system powered
electric, electronic or
pneumatic control options.
All equipment incorporates
the very latest advances in
VAV manufacturing
technology; for example,
the CDM system powered
controlled modular
diffuser requires up to
45% less operating
pressure than competitive
units.
The product range is
22 IHVN, May 1983 24
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NEW PRODUCTS
New Welding & Cutting Kits from Ridgid
• Gauge and gaugeless regulators from Ridgid.
A new range of Ridgid
gas welding and cutting
kits of the usual high
quality associated with
Ridgid have recently been
launched.
Three comprehensive
complete kitds are
available, welding up to
25mm. Cutting to 200mm.
Regulators both gauged
and gaugeless design,
available single and two
stage. Features include
connectors and bodies
made of forged brass,
sufficient oxygen content
for cutting up to 400mm.
safe modern seat design
sures safety even when
full cylinder pressure,
regulators set for
maximum delivery
pressure.
Comprehensive ranges
of cutting and welding tips
available.
Main features are -
solid brass construction
will stand up in hard
conditions. All
attachments fit hand tight
with D ring seals for
leakproof joints. Solid
forged cutting head will
not distort with heat or
abuse. Mixer chambers in
the head of the torch away
from operator for added
safety. Swaged welding
tips for best flame
characteristics. Flat seated
cutting tips give long life.
Two piece for easy
cleaning. Design of
equipment allows for ease
of service.
All equipment has been
on the market
internationally for many
years and all are of true
and proven design.
POTTERTON LAUNCH NEW
PROGRAMMER & BOILER
Potterton International
Limited recently launched
the Levante fully
automatic gas wall heater
adn the new EP2000
electronic programmer.
The company also
introduced a range of LPG
boilers.
The Levante's
combination of fully
automatic operation,
allowing two on/off
periods every 24 hours,
and attractive appearance
has already stimulated
considerable interest.
The new EP2000
electronic programmer
incorporates the very latest
micro-chip technology, the
EP2000 has replaced
Potterton's long
established and popular
Miniminder programmer.
It provides extremely
accurate programme
timing with a choice of ten
or sixteen programmes
which enables the control
of a wide range of systems
from simple gravity hot
water and pumped central
heating to fully pumped
systems with temperature
control of both hot water
and central heating.
Potterton's LPG boilers
will be available in two
wall-hung and two
floor-standing models
offering a range of outputs
from 50,000 to 100,000
Btu/h.
Further details from
John R. Raylor Ltd.
New Sigmagyr Weather Compensator Control
Landis & Gyr has
researched and developed a
new weather-compensated
heating control system
which offers completely
new functions not
previously available. This
new control system is
ideally suited for large
office and administrative
buildings, workshop and
factory complexes,
schools, hospitals and
blocks of flats.
Sigmagyr is already a
well known name to
heating engineers and now,
with the ECD automatic
energy saver, it is able to
think for itself, collect
information and make its
own decisions as to when
and how the heating
should function.
The main application for
the new Sigmagyr ECD are
in large and complex
installations which require
additional functions and
devices such as boost
heating, limited functions
(min. & max.), ECD
automatic economy,
inter-connection with
building automation
systems and protection and
monitoring functions.
The Sigmagyr ECD (the
ECD designation is derived
from Economy) has several
new capabilities which are
best divided into basic
functions, plug-in
functions and
supplementary functions.
New functions of the base
unit includes:
- Heating mode
determined by the ECD
(heating or off).
- Self adapting boost
heating (self correcting).
- Pump protection
against seizing.
- Pump switch-off time
lag as protection against
heat build up Le. pump
overrun.
New functions with
submodules include:
- Common switching via
return pipework detector
for low limitation for
several controllers.
- The minimum
limitation of the flow as a
criterion for heat
measurement.
- Wind compensation.
- Solar effect
compensation.
- Weather compensated
switch-on delay.
New functions with
ancillary units include:
- Status monitoring with
an external unit.
- Switching in other units
and system elements
according to the outside
temperature.
- Electronic outside
thermostat.
These above functions
are all new to the
Sigmagyr range yet the
Sigmagyr ECD remains
uncomplicated, inexpensive
to install and still retains
its good design.
Agents for: Landis &
Gyr H. V.A.C. controls in
the Republic of Ireland -
Brown Boveri (Ireland)
Limited, Whitestown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Co. Dublin. (Tel. 522622).
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TECHNICAL PAPER _
The Theory and Technique of Soldering and
Brazing of Piping Systems
Clean Tube
When tube ends are cut and reamed,
even though they may look clean,
they have on them some oxide and
other dirt. It takes only a few
seconds to clean these ends with
emery cloth, steel wool, or some
other method. It is economical to
clean these ends. If the tube has
been in storage or on the jobsite a
lont time, it is probably darkened by
oxidation and collected dirt. In this
case, physical cleaning is absolutely
essential.
The tube ends should be cleaned
for about V4" - Y2" more than the
depth of the socket. This allows
some clean surface on which to melt
and start the filler metal into the
joint.
intimate contact with the glass. It
wiH "ball-up" in high; almost
globular balls.
This is similar to the way that
molten filler metals react to base
metal surfaces. If the base metal is
properly prepared, and if the
conditions of temperature and
atmosphere are right, the filler metal
will "wet" the base metal. If the
base metal is dirty, and especially if
it is oxidised, the filler metal will
ball-up and adhere to itself, not to
the base metal.
To show that even minor
contaminations on the surfaces
present problems in soldering and
brazing, another simple experiment
is interesting. Clean the same pieces
of glass until they are clean enough
to "wet" well with water. Wet the
glasses to prove that they are clean.
Then rub the glasses with your bare
hand, or purposely put fingerprints
on them. Pour on about the same
amount of water as before and
notice that he water collects in the
clean areas and avoids the
fingerprinted are~s, or balls-up if
the whole surface has been
contaminated.
Since capillary attraction is a
gentle force, it can draw into a joint
only a small amount of filler metal.
Any surfaces that do not wet will
remain as voids in the joint. Excess
filler metal runs right through the
joint, bypassing the areas not
properly prepared.
By H. A. Sosnin, NIBCO Inc.
Part 2 - Preparation of Tube
drops of water on the glass. The
water will spread out and lay flat on
the glass, covering a wide area. The
water is "wetting" the surface of
the glass.
Rub a little oil or grease on the
same piece of glass and pour about
the same amount of water on it as
was used on the clean glass. The
water will not lay down flat in
Cleaning
"Cleanliness is next to Godliness"
in soldering and brazing, as well as
in life. To make good soldered or
brazed joints, the maJing surfaces
must be absolutely and
unconditionally clean. To make
good soldered or brazed joints, the
filler metal must "wet" the surfaces
easily and evenly. The cleaner the
surface, the easier the wetting takes
place. Complete cleanliness is so
easy to obtain that it is foolish not
to have it.
Cutting
Tubing may be cut with a hacksaw,
abrasive wheel, or roller cutter.
Different fitters have different
preferences. Though there are
advantages and disadvantages to
each method, each one does a good
job.
When tubing is cut with a saw or
with an abrasive wheel, the burrs
and cutting drag should be removed
from both the LD. and the 0.0. of
the tube. This can best be done with
a half-round file, but scrapers or
other devices work well also.
When tubing is cut with a roller
cutter,. care must be taken to not
tighten the cutter wheel too quickly
because the tube will be compressed.
The wheel should be tightened
slowly to get a better cut. After
cutting it is essential that the tube
end be reamed with a reamer, or
some other sharp tool or a file. A
half-round file does the best job.
Proper cut and fit are very
important in making good soldered
and brazed joints. Though the
accuracy of cutting and fitting is not
actually a part of the soldering job,
it does affect the quality of the
joint. Each operation affects the
next operation, so each should be
done well.
Wetting
'The importance of cleanliness to
wetting may be demonstrated with
the same equipment used to
demonstrate capillarity. Use a piece
of glass such as a welder's cover
glass. Clean the glass well so that
the surface is free of any foreign
material, especially grease or oil.
Lay the glass flat and pour a few
24 IHVN, May /983
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_______________________TECHNICAL PAPER
Clean Fittings
The socket of the fitting should be
cleaned to the same standard as the
tube. The inside of the fitting is one
of the joint surfaces and it must be
clean. The fitting may look shiny
and new, but it could have dust or
grease or finger-prints on it. So little
time and effort is required to clean
the socket that it is economical to
do so. Cleaning the sockets of
hundreds of fittings costs much less
than one leak.
The fitting socket may be cleaned
with emergy cloth or with special
wire brushes made for this specific
purpose. If there are small dents or
depressions in either of the surfaces
to be joined, they should be
cleaned. If there are large dents or
depressions, the tube should not be
ed. Common sense must decide
at can and what cannot be
tolerated.
Do Not Remove Too Much Metal
Though such a thing rarely happens,
and probably never should, a
warning not to overdo the cleaning
operation is in order. If a mechanic
rubs too long with emery cloth on a
piece of tube, he can reduce the size
of the tube. One one-thousandth of
an inch (.001") can be ground off
of a soft material like copper fairly
quickly. Though the tube and the
fitting should be spotlessly clean for
the best possible joint, once they are
clean there is no reason to take off
more metal.
Proper cleaning is very important
in making good soldered and brazed
ts.
Fluxing
Soldered and brazed joints can be
made without f1uxes, if the base
metals and the filler metals are
exactly right for the operation.
However, it is so much easier to do
the job with flux that it is foolish
not to use it. In fact, it is very rare
for joints to be made without
f1uxes.
Protection
The primary purpose of a soldering
or brazing flux is to protect the base
metal from oxidation during the
heating cycle. If the work were
being done in a completely inert
atmosphere, such as a vacuum, or a
closed area where the air has been
replaced by an inert gas, f1uxes
could be eliminated. Some
production brazing is done in this
manner. But this is not convenient
where most piping and tubing are
installed, so f1uxes are almost
universally used.
The secondary purpose of a flux
is to break up oxides, which form
on the surface, and float them, and
any other contaminants, to the top
and out of the joint.
Solder Fluxes
Solder f1uxes are usually petroleum
jelly containing a mild acid. The
petroleum jelly covers the area to be
soldered and protects it from
oxidation. The mild acid is slightly
corrosive and has a cleaning action.
But do not expect the flux to clean
the parts. They must be cleaned
first.
Brazing Fluxes
Brazing f1uxes are much more
complex and involved than solder
f1uxes. They are usually in the form
of a thin paste or heavy viscous
liquid, and different manufacturers
use somewhat different carrying
agents. There are a large number of
chemical compounds used in the
various f1uxes. Some f1uxes are acid
and some are caustic. The brazing
f1uxes are generally stronger,
therefore a little more corrosive,
than the solder f1uxes. When
choosing a brazing flux, the best
rule to follow is to use the flux
recommended by the manufacturer
of the filler metal you are using.
Most brazing alloy manufacturers
prepare a flux compatible with their
filler metal.
Application
Flux should be applied to both of
the surfces to be joined as soon as
they are properly cleaned. Fluxes
should be applied with clean brushes
which are not used with any other
material. The same brush should not
be used for both solder and brazing
f1uxes. The f1uxes are entirely
different kinds of materials, and
cannot be mixed. Using the same
brush would mix the f1uxes on the
metal surfaces, so use different
brushes in different f1uxes. Brushes
are inexpensive. A new brush will
cost much less than one leak.
Flux should be applied in a thin,
even layer, using only enough flux
to properly cover the surfaces to be
joined. Excess flux does not
improve the joint and it does get in
the way of the soldering or brazing
operation.
Proper f1uxing will lead to better
soldered and brazed joints, and it
will make the work easier to
perform.
Fittings and tube should not be
allowed to lie around after being
f1uxed. The flux is either wet or
greasy and will pick up dust and
dirt. The flux may be brushed or
scraped off. The tube or fitting ends
may be dented. It is desirable to
assemble the parts as soon as they
are cleaned and f1uxed.
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RAINWATER SYSTEMS
Continuing Development
of Rain Water Systems
A dry building is essential
to the health and comfort
of the occupants and to
the durability of the
structure. The informed
design of surface water
drainage in gutters,
downpipes, and
underground drains is
therefore an important
aspect of building design
which directly affects the
plumbing designer and the
operative plumber. The
designer is concerned with
rainfall intensities, carrying
capacities of gutters and
pipes, and the relative
water shed areas which
these will be called upon to
effectively drain.
The plumber will be
concerned with the
competent fixing of the
drainage equipment in
intelligent anticipation of
the design requirements.
Both will have some
concern for the present
availability of materials for
this work and will seek to
select that which will give
good service consistent
with durability, reasonable
capital cost, low
maintenance cost, and yet
still with an eye to
aesthetic appearance as
regards suitability of
material to blend with the
rest of the buildings in the
vicinity.
As absorbing as the
design aspect of surface
water drainage is, this
survery must be
constrained to an outline
of the newer materials and
installation trends.
These, it would appear,
are aimed to achieve:
Freedom from
corrosion: This to obtain
lasting good appearance
without periodic corrosion
resistant applications.
Freedom of handling (on
site and in fixing
operations): This to reduce
26 IHVN. May /983
cost of installation and
improve productivity in
building.
Greater economy -
arising out of a
combination of these aims.
Notable trends are the
application of more
corrosion resistant
materials than hitherto,
and the development and
use of much simplified and
speedier joint methods.
Flexibility, either at
purpose designed joint or
through inherent material
flexibility, also shows a
clear trend no doubt aimed
to overcome problems
associated with unstable
soil conditions, areas
where ground settlement
may be expected, such a~
in made up grcunds, or
even, to-day, the
settlement due to
increasing superimposed
weight as tall buildings rise
in construction. One
sixteen storey building was
designed to settle into the
ground as much as 6ins.
on completion - and it
did! One can imagine the
effect of this on the
underground drainage
work had rigid materials
or joints been used.
Eaves, gutters R.W.
pipes and fittings were
formerly, almost invariably
in cast iron, domestic roof
drainage can now be
installed in many more
materials.
Where regular painting
maintenance is undertaken
by conscientious
craftsmen, and where
fixing methods facilitate
complete drying and
cleaning of all surfaces
prior to painting, cast iron
R. W. goods will continue
to serve faithfully and
well.
Protected Ferrous R. W.
Goods such as galvanised
mild steel gutters, pipes
and fittings, offers lighter,
more easily fixed eaves
drainage with less serious
consequence of delayed
painting maintenance (if it
is painted at all).
Non-Ferrous R. W.
goods offer some freedom
from costly painting
maintenance. Zinc and
aluminium gutters can be
used to drain a roof.
Copper eaves, gutters and
downpipes would be an
obvious metal gutter
choice for a copper
covered roof. Either could
be used to drain a slated
or tiled roof if need be.
Plastic eaves, gutters,
R. W. pipes and fittings,
commonly of extruded
PVC and used in
conjunction with insertion
moulded fittings such as
outlets, angles, etc., now
make considerable impact
upon this hitherto
unrewarding, often
uninteresting, yet large
part of the plumber's
work.
Non-corrodable, flexible
(though rigid enough for
intended function and
normal usage), self
coloured throughout, light
and easily fixed,
obtainable in various
lengths, gutters of P.V.C.
ofer considerable advances
in technique and aesthetic
appeal.
Joints for plastic gutters
vary according to
manufacturer but the
general trend seems to be
to adopt some variation of
a simple snap closure fit
with the plain ended gutter
seating on some plastic or
neoprene seating pad
affixed to the socket of the
mating fiting.
Another style uses a
"push fit" of the gutter
end into the annular space
or "socket" formed in the
end of the gutter fittings.
Very few, if any at all
now, would recommend
use of the traditional
gutter bolt and masic joint
connection. One reason for
this might well be the
awareness of the high
coefficient of expansion of
PVC as compared with Cl
or steel. The more
common arrangement
"slip" joint of one kind or
another allows for the
requisite amount of
thermal movement with air
temperature variations.
Gutter fixings tend to
follow the traditional.
Brackets should be fixed at
one metres centres. At this
the gutter will be
adequately supported
against all normal possible
ladder contact in roof
repair work.
R.W. pipes in PVC are
made by extrusion process
just as other PVC tubes
are. Long lengths offer
considerable fixing
economies and the
improved appearance of
down pipes with fewe
joints is welcome. The .-.ell
movement is
accommodated by
provision of expansion
space in socket depth.
Sockets may be had as
preformed on pipe lengths
or as separate
spigot-socket fittings.
These are useful not only
for joints between lengths
but also for terminating
the downpipe at its base 'in
cases where R.W. shoes
are not required. The are
also useful adapting off
off-cuts of R.W. pipe,
thus eliminating waste.
R.W. pipe fixings are
either by eared connectors
or sockets, or by the use
of purpose made eared
pipe clips designed to
embrace the pipe barrel.
Fixings are
recommended to secure
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A ne"" ""ord
for telling the rain
where to go.
From Sweden, and now available in Ireland for the first
time, Platisol is a complete range of PVC-coated galvanised
steel gutters and down pipes.
Swedish winters are a lot tougher than ours, and so this
new range will stand-up to anything we have to offer.
Despite its strength, it's still easy to handle and assemble.
Available in four colours, you can now have guttering and
down pipes to match your structural colour plan. So
there's now a nicer-looking way to tell the rain where to
go. Platisol. Complete with a full range offittings and
accessories. Get all the facts from Tonge and Taggart.
And you're right as rain.
TongeBcTaggarl Lld
Ironfounders & Engineers
East Wall Road, Dublin 3, Ireland
Tel. (01) 786088. Telex 30993.
~ A member ollhe TMG Group
Gaffney McHugh
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RAINWATER SYSTEMS
The following notes are bas-
ed on material submitted by
the companies concerned.
drainage and rain expect to
see a great deal of this
water goods applications.
The jointing of
non-plasticised PVC in
drains etc. may be by
solvent techniques to
performed, slip fit
spigot-socket pipe ends.
An alternative joint
form, one favoured where
some degree of lateral
thermal movement must be
accommodated, employs a
shrinkage of socket
technique to retain and
compress a rubber ring
against the outside of the
spigot pipe end.
1 in 60
1 in 80
1 in 60
1 in 120
I in 64 (roll cap)
1 in 80 (rib system)
lifting pipe lines.
The relatively light,
corrosion resistant, A.C.
pipe is joined either by a
detachable rubber ring
compression joint of the
"Victaulic" type, or by a
specially devised screwed
gland technique similar in
principle to that described
for cast iron above.
Fittings for A.C. pipe
include A.C. bends and
C.l. bends, flange
adaptors (for valve
insertion to pipeline),
branches and hydrant tees.
All these are joinable to
the pipe by one or other of
the joints as just described
for A.C. pressure pipes.
Plastics - notably PVC
pipelines play a dominant
part in water, sewage, and
surface water conveyance.
Highly resistant to
common corrosion causes,
very light to handle, with
excellent fluid flow
characteristics, and quickly
and easily laid, this
material is fast gaining
favour on all sides. As its
simple but somewhat
special techniques of usage
and jointing become more
widely known the trade
can material in water,
Aluminium
Lead
Bitumen sheet
Mastic asphalt
Bituminous felt
• Aluminium • Mild Steel
• Asbestos Cement • Pitch Fibre
• Cast Iron • Polypropylene
• Copper • Precast Concrete
• Lead • uPVC
Gutters and rainwater pipes must be of adequate strength
and durability.
The following materials are deemed to satisfy;
The following are recommended falls for different
materials:
FLAT ROOFS
The extent to which a flat roof must fall will depend on
the type of roof finish specified, minimum fall of 1:60
economic installation.
Corrosion resistance is a
material property now
being increasingly
developed to good
advantage. It reduces
subsequent maintenance
costs and it assures
constant carrying
capactities through
elimination of bore
restricting encrustations
from corrosion products.
Although C.l. pipes can
be obtained as factory
"protected" against
external corrosion, and can
be cement lined to reduce
encrustation troubles, this
latter treatment is reserved
for larger diameter water
mains, and in any case
other, newer, more
corrosion resistant
materials better able to
withstand the ravages of
sulphated soils, peat bogs,
salt marshlands and the
like, are rapidly coming to
the fore.
Asbestos cement
pressure pipes to BS 486 in
Class A for working
pressurse up to 43.3 lbs/sq
in and in classes B.C. & D.
for higher heads and
pressures, are successfully.
used for drain and sewage
Marley
Bringing one of the few
good pieces of news for
the construction industry
in recent times, Marley
Plumbing announce that
they are now able to
reduce the price of their
Flowline eaves gutter
systems by 20070.
The reason behind this
reduction is the fact that
this range is now being
manufactured at their
factory at Lucan using
recently installed high
technology equipment
which literally cuts
production time in half.
The 116mm x 60mm
deep box gutter shape
the Marley Flowline
provides a popular choice
for architects and building
developers from the range
of profiles offered by
Marley for eaves gutters.
Marley Flowline presents
all the same practical
benefits as Marley
Deepflow in reducing the
number of rainwater pipes~======================~required on eachinstallation with
consequent savings in the
cost of underground
drainage pipework.
Fundamental to the
success of the Flowline
system is the special dry
joint which has been
developed as the result of
20 years experience of
gutter design.
The well-proven notch
technique is preserved to
10- --' control thermal movement
midway between lengths
greater than 8ft. but
intermediate fixings are
not normally necessary for
lengths less than 6ft.
R. W. outlets and fittings
are obtainable in wide
ranges of preformed
swan-necks, bends,
junctions, outlet shoes,
etc. Alternatively,
swan-necks and other
items can be fabricated on
site, using off-cuts of pipe
and the socket connectors
referred to above. This
offers further economy
and in some cases it
provides solution to the
problem of non-standard
or extended off-set
provision.
Colours for PVC eaves,
gutters, R.W. pipes and
fittings are usually black,
grey, white or brown.
These "all-through" self
coloured materials are
decorative and permanent.
In cases where the
available or selected colour
needs altering then the
materials can be painted.
Plastic materials for
domestic roof drainage are
here to stay. The
advantages which this
material offers in this
application merit closer
attention to detail than this
survey can afford.
Drains
Spun cast iron pipes have
long been a wise and
popular choice where
robustness and inherent
strength of material was of
prime consideration. For
foul or surface water
drainage under buildings,
or in suspended
installation through
basements, lateral ducts,
etc., this material will
continue to find continuing
use, especially with the
introduction of newer,
improved jointing
methods. Some of these
offer speedier jointing
techniques, some offer
useful flexibility at the
joint and thus render an
otherwise rigid pipeline
flexible, many offer both
these advantages.
Salt glazed ware drain
pipes, the other tried and
trusted traditional drainage
material for all normal
conditions, are not being
neglected in this drive to
improve performance with
28 IHVN, May 1983
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UNIDARE
1errainSystem
UNIDARE,FINGLAS, DUBLIN 11. (01) 771801.
Terrain -the square rainwater system in white
is simple to install, and is easy to maintain.
Unidare Terrain square rainwater system is also
available in black or grey so there's one to suit
your home right down to the ground!
Terrain for rain
0000000000
o Please request a free survey by our 0
technical service, by filling in the coupono and forwarding it to 0
UNIDARE at the address below
o 0
o NAME 0
o ADDRESS· 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o Phone No. 0
0000000000
Terrain-
the square
.....,......, rain water
system
inwhite.iiiii.iiiijjjiiiiliiiililiiiilliliiii..._~~~~~..t,r-A'"~j~1j~E}j~
:~.f~~
I
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RAINWATER SYSTEMS
of assembled lengths of
gutter but separate gutter
straps are replaced by
integral retaining nibs on
injection moulded fittings.
A specially perfected
synthetic rubber seal is
fitted in a deep recess
moulded by an advanced
process within the socket
of gutter fittings. No
adhesive is required to
secure the flexible seal in
position.
Subtle curves on the
gutter section ensure that
the pressure exerted by the
retaining nibs is properly
distributed around each
spigot when clipped into
the socket.
The dimensions of the
gutter produce a maximum
flow capacity of 1.33 LIS
when fitted level with an
outlet at one end.
MarIey high capacity
deep box Flowline gutters
are now available in three
colours, black, white and
the new architecturally
fashionable peat brown.
Irrespective of the colour
used, all are suitable with
either square or round
down pipes.
Flowline can be easily
adapted to flow into the
well known Marley
Universal gully trap. It has
the benefit of all-through
colour with a proven long
maintenance-free life.
Flowline is shockproof,
not easily damaged and
equally suitable for new
property or replacement
work on old buildings.
High product standard is
assured through strict
quality control.
Details from MarIey
Plumbing and Flooring
Ltd., (Tel: 280691).
Tonge &
Taggart
Platisol is a complete
range of PVC coated
galvanised steel gutters and
down pipes available
through Tonge & Taggart
Ltd. The range which
comes from Sweden is easy
to handle and assemble
and is available in four
colours, which makes life
easier when it comes to
matching up to structural
colour plans.
There is of course a
complete range of fittings
and accessories to go with
the down pipes and gutters
and having survived the
sort of winters that are
common to Scandinavia
the entire Platisol range
has no problem in facing
up to anything that Irish
weather conditions can
throw at it.
Details from Tonge &
Taggart Ltd, (Tel: 786088).
Unidare
Terrain
Unidare, one of Ireland's
largest manufacturing
companies market the
Terrain range of plastic
soil and waste pipes and
rainwater systems.
The Terrain uPVC
square rain water system is
designed for effective
disposal of surface water
from all Iow and high rise
buildings but it also looks
good and fits well with
many different designs of
buildings.
To add to its
attractiveness it is available
in a range of colours,
white, black or grey.
The system comprises a
wide range of fittings for
use with the gutters or
down pipes and in addition
there is a range of fittings
for connection to other
materials.
Further details from
Unid~re Ltd., Finglas,
Dublin 11, (Tel: 771801).
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Marley Flowline PVC Gutters are head
and shoulders favourite with most Irish
builders. No other plastic or metal rainwater
system offers such versatility, quality - and
genuine economy.
Marley high capacity deep box Flowline
Gutters are now available in three colours
black, white and the new architecturally
fashionable peat brown. Irrespective of the
colour used, all are suitable with either
square or round down pipes.
Marley, with over 20 years experience
in rainwater system design, has
an expertise that shows in the unique
Flowline Dry joint - using the well proven
notch technique to control terminal
movement.
The Marley Flowline deep box gutter also
reduces the number of rainwater pipes required
for each installation· and that saves you money.
Marley Flowline - sold by many stockists all
around Ireland and backed by full Technical
Advice service.
Write or phone for full information and
technical data on Marley Flowline, or on any
other Marley building product.
Marley
PlumBing
Manufactured in Ireland and marketed by
Marley Flooring & Plumbing Limited
Lucan, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 01-280691.
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The Irish Building Services
community turned out in
strength to welcome
Clinton W. Phillips,
President of ASHRAE, at
a function held recently in
the Engineers Club, Clyde
Road in Dublin.
Following an
introduction by the
incoming ClBS Chairman,
Mr. Michael Moloney, the
meeting was given an
outline of the structure of
the ASHRAE organisation
by Mr. R. H. Roo!ey,
Director-at-large,
ASHRAE, vice-Chairman
of BSRIA and partner in .
the UK consulting firm
Smith, Seymour Rooley,
London.
Mr. Clint Phillips then
spoke most entertainingly
on the topic of
"international technology"
and the role of ASHRAE
in developing, through a
generously budgeted
research programme,
advances in engineering
services technology
worldwide.
A prominent theme in
his address, was the need
for better communication
between countries in their
development of services
technology, particularly in
the field of heat recovery.
Too often, he said,
research was duplicated
due to this lack of vital
32 /I-IVN, May /983
ASHRAE
President
Visits Dublin
communication between
learned bodies. He
instanced a heat-recovery
technique being used in a
French vineyard which
reduced their fuel running
costs by 75070! He also
mentioned development in
the methods of heat
transfer through
thermo-chemicals, where
energy can be transmitted
hundreds of miles through
pipe lines, and by
exto-thermic regeneration
put to use for far removed
from the original source.
The meeting concluded
with a reception and fork
supper at Bentley's
Restaurant which was
attended by engineers from
all sectors of the industry.
A further sense of
occasion was added by the
attendance of the wives of
many of those who
attended the earlier part of
the meeting.
H&V News on behalf of
the industry wish to
express thanks to Mr.
Phillips for selecting
Ireland as one of the th
places he would speak in
when he came to this side
of the Atlantic.
Congratulations to Richard
Rooley and Michael
McDonagh and also the
many others who helped to
make the evening such a
success.
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Alien
Ygnis
Hot water boilers
400,000 - 24 million
btu/h Steam Boilers
250 - 2,400 Ibs/h
Combination boilers 250~OOO - 2 million
btu/h
A Total Capability in Residential,
Commercial and Industrial Heating Plant.
Representing exclusively in Ireland the
following.
Stainless steel
twin wall
industrial
chimney
systems from
5" up to 36'!
1.0.
THERMO-AIR'"'
New high efficiency Irish
Air Heater, gas or oil
fired capacities 80,000 -
1,000,000 btu/h.
l:lI:iij.t')
HEATING
PLANT
Oil Burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h
New natural gas burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h.
Hevac
for Irish Copper Sizes
Triflow Capillary Fittings
Gas fired overhead infra-red heaters 26,000
to 140,000 btu/h. LPG or towns gas.
"Rio" Domestic and
Commercial oil fired
boilers 60,000 - 604,000
btu/h Rio Gas Boilers
(Atmospheric Type)
60,000 . 400,000 btu/h
Domestic: Duel fuel boilers
55,000 to 250,000 btulti
Industrial: 300,000 to 5 million btu/ti
Also full range of Francia Hoval steel panel
radiators.
Also solid fuel handling equipment, fluidised bed boilers and incineration.
HEVAC LIMITED, L1STER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, CO. DUBLIN.
TEL: 519411. CORK, TEL: (021) 500166
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